
1. adhesive The label’s adhesiveadhesive left a sticky residue on Jamir’s new shirt.
2. addictive Caffeine is addictivaddictivee, so be careful how much you consume. 
3. allocate My parents allocateallocate half an hour each night to family dinner.
4. accelerate The factory owner wants to accelerateaccelerate production this year. 
5. additional Does the school offer free tutoring for students who need additionaladditional help?
6. alliteration Not only is alliterationalliteration fun, it can be an impactful literary device.
7. advocate It’s crucial that you learn to advocateadvocate for yourself when necessary. 
8. accomplishment Jonah’s straight-A report card was a major accomplishmenaccomplishmentt. 
9. affect Exposure to air and refrigeration both affectaffect how long food lasts.
10. affirmative  I hope the principal gives an affirmativeaffirmative response to our planned pizza party.
11. adjust  Many devices have a setting to automatically adjustadjust screen brightness.
12. affiliate  You shouldn’t affiliateaffiliate with people who negatively influence your life.
13. accommodate  Our dining room table expands to accommodateaccommodate up to twelve people.
14. alliance  Two or more countries might form an alliancealliance for military or economic  
  benefits.
15. allegiance  Some sports fans claim to have undying allegianceallegiance to their teams.
16. aggression  Flicking tails and flattened ears are warning signs for aggressionaggression in cats.
17. affixes  It’s possible for a single word to contain multiple affixeaffixess.
18. adjoining  Can you hear that music coming from the adjoiningadjoining room?
19. aggravate  In an effort not to aggravateaggravate drivers, most of the roadwork was done at  
  night. 

20. accessible  Subtitles make shows more accessibleaccessible to those who are hard of hearing.

Review Words

21. innocent  A general legal approach in the United States is “innocentinnocent until proven  
  guilty.”
22. irrelevant  Persuasive writing gets bogged down when you add iirrrrelevantelevant information.
23. immediate  Refs called for an immediateimmediate pause when the basketball player was injured.

Challenge Words

24. acquaintance  Ariel loves making the acquaintanceacquaintance of new people whenever she travels.
25. adolescence  AdolescenceAdolescence marks the transition from childhood to adulthood. 
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